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Motivation
It is well known that Affymetrix Chip Definition Files (CDFs), contain wrongly annotated probes that lead to misinterpretation of the experiments results. Several methods to
identify such groups of probes have been lately developed. One of them is founded on customized CDFs where probes map uniquely to genes contained in the
EntrezGene database based on the latest genome and transcriptome released information.
K eywords : Gene Filtering, FARMS (Factor Analysis for Robust Microarray Summarization), I/NI calls (Informative/Non-Informative calls), SPC (Single Probe
Constribution),LCMM (Latent Class Mixed Model),CDFs (Chip Definition Files)

Customized CDFs  Probesets are redefined to ensure each probe hits only one genomic location and all
probes within the same probeset mapped to the same target transcript

Probe content and genomic location in probeset 14972_at
according to custom CDF version 12.1.0, entrezg

Blasting of the probeset 68743_at to the mouse genome

Example of blasting the Non reliable probe sequence
“TAATAATTTGAATGTAACCTTGATT” to the mouse genome
Head arrows: multiple alignments and hits
Rectangular box: where the probeset maps

Method
Factor Analys is B as ed Method  I/NI and S PC
 Informative non informative call and Single Probe
Contribution [1]
 Probe sets by where the majority of the probes are consistent in
terms of intensity [1]
 Filtering score: Computed value of signal to noise ratio for each
probe as individual donation to its probeset
 “non reliable-bad” probes those group of probes that fail to
detect a signal confirmed by other probes

Var (z|x) = σ2 =(λλ T)Ψij -1
S PC = (λλ T)Ψij -1/∑ (λλ T)Ψij -1

Probabilis tic method  LC MM and IC C
 Latent Class Mixed Model and Intra-Cluster Correlation

 Probesets by where probes are grouped and array-array
variability differing between such groups [2]

 Filtering score: Intracluster correlation quantify average

correlation between any pairs of observation in a probeset

 “Informative Probeset” acording to ICC cut off

LC MM = log2(PMij) =µj +Zjgbij +εij

Highly correlated probes
λ and
Ψ

IC C = ρ g =σ2bg / σ2bg +σ2ε
Limitation Class to which probes belong to is Unknown

R es ults
The discrimination between non reliable-bad probes from reliable-good probes was computed through two alternative methods obtaining accuracies of wrongly performing probes in the
range of 60–70% for both approaches
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Experiments/Datasets: real-life data [3]
G enotype
Wild type Slc17A5 +

Knockout Slc17A5 –

des cription

Time and s amples

Total RNA Brain
Native Sialin protein

18 day old mice/6x

Total RNA Brain
Mutated Sialin protein

18 day oldmice /6x

S upervis ed Approach
Class labeling for binary classification task
+1 Predicted Reliable probes
-1 Predicted Non Reliable probes

ρ

Training model s election

r

From Factor Analysis based method on SPC filteered probes the best predictors are selected [4]

Platform and annotation file: customized CDFs
Affymetrix G eneC hip®
MG-U74Av2
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Accuracy

SPC_s3

64.5

SPC_s4

70.0

SPC_s5

61

ICC based

70.5

Training model on SPC
Explicit K-mer representation generation on IP
Generalization model based on Position
Independent Kernel

PIK counts the occurrences of k-length subsequences

C onclus ions
 Biological relevance on alternative splicing and multiple alignments were found
 We demonstrated that even though wrongly annotated probes are removed from the curated CDFs still some probes on
the arrays show different responses to a signal even if they are supposed to detect the same signal

 “Outliers” will lead to noisy measurements and should be identified and removed
 Improvements needed in customized annotation files for the better post processing and impact on the biological analysis
The genomic location of probes in probeset 14972_at
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